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Notice Invitins Offerq for Drillins of Bore,I"{oles

Offers are invited from the reputed drilling companies/agencies for execution of the drilling
works for 1856MW Sawalkote HEP Dam. The drilling otrnrpanies/agencies should have a
proven track record of drilling of bore hole works in the river valleys conforming to BIS
codes/guidelines/manual in order to ascertain the geological and geoiechnic al dataat DpR
leveldesigningoftheengineeringstructuresofHEPs.

JKSPDC intended to get executed three to four vertical drill holes, by rotary diamond
drilling machines, of 450m aggregate depth. Bore holes;are proposed to be drilled in the
Chenab River and along the right bank of the river. The number/depth in each hole may
varylinctease/decrease as per site conditions. The drilling is required io be carried out with
double-tube core barrels in order to retrieve Nx core of 54mm dia. The recovery of cores of
95% ..ur,ll be the prime consideration arid core extracted should be of good coniition which
is meant for rock testing, thus the contractor has to use niberts to recovir desired percentage
of core. tsesides this permeability/pressure tests have to '6e bonducted at various depths in
the ascending and descending order to ascertain the perriieability characteristics of the soil
and rock strata.

The agencies should quote rate per meter of drilling inclusive of all overhead charges (viz;
mobilization, transportation, carriage, assembling, de.assembling, and preservation of the
core in the boxes for examination and logging as per the BIS codis.l , thl overhead charges
by be supported by rate analysis. :

The total time of completion

Agencies may respond
c,eeeo Io gis t@ gry a il. coJU

No: CG/PDCI eqff '

Dated: IS.01 .2017

is 45 days from the date of iss,uance of LoI.
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